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    Linen Dress 
Peach
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Minimalistic style and
luxurious fabrics. The linen

dresses are made from 44 LEA
100% pure linen. They are great
for any weather and get softer
and nicer as you wash making

every wear an enjoyable
experience 

Linens



2. Blue Kaftan 

3. Green Sleeveless 

4. Grey Wrap Dress 

   100% Pure Linen 

   Wash at low temperature                   

at gentle cycles 
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Jamdani is an experience ! 
Handwoven soft cotton fabric

along with a layer of
handwoven intricate patterns

embedded in the fabric .
Handmade and sourced

directly from the weavers
using traditional methods . 
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5. White dress with pink
floral details and Lace
accents 

6. Chocolate Midi dress with
Lace 
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Jamdani
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7.  White & Blue Midi dress
with peeping lace accents
 
8. Pleats & Pockets Dress -
peach

9. Pleats and Pockets Dress -
white 



10. Black embroidered
multipurpose Jacket 

11. Grey Overlay/Jacket 
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12.  Cream pleated top 

13. Purple tailored top or
Jacket with floral embroidery 

14. White Zip dress with
embroidery
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Blockprinted and dyed using
traditional & sustainable

methods , the Indigo collection
is truly a celebration of women
empowerment . Handmade by
all women team in India who
strive to preserve the planet
and culture while supporting

the artisan families .  
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15.  Polka dots dress with tie
up sides 

16. Printed sleeveless  maxi
drress

Indigo
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17. Checks sleeveless dress 

18. Overlay coat - triangles 

19. Printed dress with slit
back open 
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20.  V neck Kaftan 

21. Green & Red mini skirt 



22.  Blue box pattern
sleeveless Dress

23. Paisley Poncho 

24.  V neck 
printed Dress
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25. Patterned midi shirt dress
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Handspun yarns and 
 handloomed khadi fabric from

this collection celebrates the
weavers and their ancient

methods of making a garment .
The result is a luxurious,

beautiful fabric with lovely
textures. 
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26. White Chanderi Midi
dress-Pockets

27. Black Jamdani V neck
Dress with Gathers - Pockets 
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Khadi & Pure Silk



28. Cotton tailored suit set
with Ankle length trousers 

29. Yellow top with gathers
and Chinese collar 

30. Mustard A- line dress 
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31. Pure Silk Spaghetti dress
 
32. V neck Kimono top 

33. Blue handloom silk
Spaghetti top 
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34.  Jamdani luxurious muslin
cotton tent dress - pockets 

35. Tie up , overlap Silk top -
Blue

36. Tie up , overlap Silk top -
Cream
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37.  Midi dress in Red with Tie
Up detail and waterfall lapel 

38. Red V Neck handspun
cotton Dress with Gathers 

39. Silk Spaghetti dress in
Cream 
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40 Burgundy Co-ord set with
Wrap detail with straight
pants 

41. Navy Co-ord set 

42. Teal , Kimono top in Silk 

43. Yellow cotton sleeveless
dress with high neck
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Slow made line with fabric
rejects and pure linen , These

tops with patched artwork are 
 quirky , unique and fun to wear .
Wear it anyway , front or back .  
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44. Green
oversized
patched art work
Top - pink moon 

45. Grey -Pink
Moon oversized
top 

Quirky & FUN 
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46. Grey - Yellow
moon oversized
top
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47. Cream - Red moon  
& waves oversized
top 



48. Printed Indigo dress with
a bow tie in front 

49. Tie dye sleeveless dress
with frills

50. Printed dress with bell
sleeves and side bow tie 
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51 . Printed V neck dress 

52. Spaghetti dress with frills 
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A little about us....
 

Conscious Lemons (CL) is a dream that two girls had which
came true because of the talented artisans , weavers ,

hardworking passionate all women teams and  all our clients
who support us for what we  are and what we stand for. 

 
While sustainability and eco-friendly methods of

manufacturing is the driving force , fair trade and ethical
working practices lies at the heart of our ethos. All our

garments are hand made  using sustainable and traditional
techniques which preserve the culture and support the artists

and their families. We also work with an NGO who train the
women and support them in becoming financially

independent. The entire Indigo collection is made by these
amazing hardworking women. 

 
CL fashion is versatile and with a bit of imagination and

styling, the outfits can be worn in different ways in different
weathers.  The fabrics we use are luxurious and of a

premium quality. Be it handwoven Jamdani with intricate
patterns woven into them , 100% pure linens  or hand dyed
and block printed cottons or the handspun silk, a CL outfit is

sure going be an experience with an amazing story behind it. 
So are you ready to be a Conscious Lemon?  We can't wait to
welcome you to join our little family of Conscious Lemons . 

 
                                 Gayathri & Satya 

 





www.consciouslemons.com
A Sustainable & Ethical Fashion Label

United Kingdom

Hello@consciouslemons.com

 

@Consciouslemons


